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Message:

Quotation
Tour Name

Seoul City Tour I

Departure day

Daily

No. of pax

2~3

4~7

8~10

11~19

20~29+1

30up+1

Price
(p/person)

US$269

US$179

US$130

US$108

US$90

US$69

Meal
Price
Includes

Remarks

Itinerary

1 time of lunch at local restaurant

Transfer

Private bus

Guide

English-speaking

Others

Admission Fee, Toll/parking fees, Tips for driver

► Itinerary is subject to change under local circumstances
► Final payment must be received by HANJIN TRAVEL 14 days prior to tour departure date
Details

Meal

Meet a guide at hotel lobby where you stay(09:00) – Seoul Museum of History –
Gyeongbokgung Palace – Insadong Antique Alley – Bukchon Hanok(Traditional
Korean House) Village – Shopping freely at Myeongdong Street & Namdaemun
Market – Back to hotel(18:00)

L: Local

Tourist Attraction Information
Seoul Museum of History: Seoul Museum of History captures the traditional
culture of Seoul. Vestiges from the prehistoric era to modern Seoul are on
display. The museum was renovated with modern updates in May 2002, 17
years after opening. The main exhibit halls are on the 3rd floor. Many of the
Joseon Dynasty relics were donated during the Relic Donation Campaign. Also,
the landscape of Seoul is recreated when it was the capital of the Joseon
Dynasty. Another exhibit showcases the daily life of the Seoulites, while
another presents items through an online cyber museum. The 1st floor has many convenient facilities such as
a coat check and the Kids Corner playroom.

Gyeongbokgung Palace: The largest of the five palaces constructed by the
Joseon Dynasty. Joseon lasted for 500 years and laid the foundation for major
aspects of Korean culture and identity, including the entrenchment of
Confucian ideals and doctrines in Korean society, and the importation and
adaptation of Chinese culture. Originally built in 1394, Gyeongbokgung
translates as “Palace Greatly Blessed by Heaven,” and it is an intense source of
pride for Koreans, who have seen it ruined and rebuilt throughout the
centuries, most recently during Japanese occupation in the early 20th century. The current restoration
project, whose aim is to return to palace to its 19th-century expansiveness, is about half complete now.
Insadong Antique Alley is famous for streets filled with the flavors of
tradition and is universally well-loved by tourists. Here, foreigners can
purchase traditional souvenirs at low prices and taste authentic dishes by
stepping into a Korean restaurant found on every street corner.

Bukchon Hanok(Traditional Korean House) Village: Surrounded by
Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon
Hanok Village is home to hundreds of traditional houses called 'hanok' that
date back to the Joseon Dynasty. The name, 'Bukchon,' which literally
translates to 'northern village,' came about as the neighborhoods that the
village covers lie to the north of the two significant Seoul landmarks,
Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these hanoks operate as
cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing an opportunity to experience, learn and
immerse in Korean traditional culture.
Myeongdong Street: Myeong-dong is one of the most popular shopping
districts in Seoul. The streets of Myeong-dong are always packed and full of life.
Every nook and cranny is filled with places to eat and shop. Being centrally
located in Seoul, Myeong-dong is the most popular, and a must-go destination
for foreign visitors. From big-name stores like ZARA and Forever 21 to Hallyu
paraphernalia; gourmet Korean restaurants to street foods - Myeong-dong has
it all.
Namdaemun Market: Opened in 1964, the Namdaemun Market is the
largest traditional market in Korea with various goods in store. All products are
sold at affordable prices and the sotres in this area also function as a wholesale
market. Most of the goods are made directly by the sotreowners. When day
breaks, the site of busy Koreans bustling around the market, creates a unique
scene that attracts tourists worldwide. The Namdaemun Market sells a variety
of clothes, glasses, kitchenware, toys, mountain gear, flowers, ginseng, and
imported goods.

